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2Introduction

Once in a lifetime something occurs that is the driver for massive change. COVID-19 
has been the catalyst for huge shifts in our approach to working environments.  None 
of us had used the term ‘social distancing’ before February 2020.  But now it’s become 
embroiled in everyday language.   

With safety at the forefront of everyone’s mind as organisations of all types strive to return 
to the new normal, it’s clear that changes are not just a ‘return to work’ issue but are 
something that companies need to embed in their long term plans. The pandemic has 
accelerated the need to support working practices such as remote and hybrid working. 
Organisations are looking at how to adapt to new ways of operating, that address 
challenges such as safe distancing, use of shared equipment, control of occupancy and 
ensuring non-symptomatic personnel do not inadvertently enter the premises.

There are technology solutions available that can help you keep your staff, visitors and 
customers safe, whilst still being able to operate effectively, and AVM has worked closely 
with our vendor partners to develop tools that will help you to support your customers, 
whether in corporate, retail or higher education environments.
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Capacity Management Solutions

Safeguard your customers by tracking the number of people entering or exiting 
your premises in order to monitor capacity and maintain social distancing.

PeopleCount

A collaboration with leading technology 
partners to provide an effective way to 
manage in-store capacity during and 
after the Covid19 crisis. Control the flow 
of customers at entrances via customer-
facing screens visualising exactly when 
it is safe to enter a location, or when 
maximum capacity has been reached.

This is a collaboration between 
NowSignage, Philips and Hikvision 
and AVM is delighted to be the only 
distributor to offer all elements of the 
solution.

Find out more

https://displayspecialist.co.uk/people-counting-solution/
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Capacity Management Solutions

Crowd Control

Find out more

This solution from Vivotek is an 
automatic, accurate and simple way of 
controlling the number of people within 
retail outlets.  

Set the maximum occupancy and the 
colour coded dashboard makes it easy 
to customers to see whether they can 
enter or not.  With sophisticated camera 
technology that delivers real time data 
reports to help management, the need 
to station a staff member at the door is 
banished.

https://displayspecialist.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/CrowdControl_sales_v11_std-1.pdf
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Non Touch Thermometers

This touchless, frictionless, and accurate method is able to read body 
temperatures within two seconds, and alert users, and designated associates,  
if they have a fever.

The iDisplay Thermometer

The iDisplay thermometer is designed 
to instill a sense of trust and safety in 
people across industries as they  
re-commence everyday activities, and 
public gatherings post COVID-19. It’s use 
will enable organisations to invite users 
back in stores, schools, and work, in a 
cost-effective, efficient, and safe way.

Find out more
 Click 

the image 
to play 

 Works with masks
 Offline and online facial detection
 Option for facial recognition
 Access control

https://displayspecialist.co.uk/idisplay/
https://vimeo.com/412087455
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Non Touch Thermometers

Eiki FR20 three-in-one solution

Find out more

The FR20 from Eiki is a three-in-one 
safe working solution that offers a wall 
mounted thermometer, face recognition 
and pass management.

It uses Rockchip RK3288 high-
performance hardware platform, 
equipped with an industrial-class 
binocular camera, live face recognition 
technology and infrared thermal 
imaging module to support 1: 1 and 1: 
N face comparison and retrieval, face-
with-mask recognition and human 
temperature detection with automatic 
alarm for body temperature abnormality.

It also supports peripherals such as ID 
card and fingerprint readers, which 
can be applied to gate passages and 
attendance system to achieve safe and 
efficient access control for personnel.

https://displayspecialist.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/EIKI-FR20.pdf
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Hand Hygiene

Here’s a great solution for any 
organisation that is planning a return 
to work in the near future and for 
ongoing communications.

It’s a hand sanitising unit, complete 
with a digital signage monitor in a 
range of sizes to display internal and 
external information, that comes with 
a 3 year RTB warranty.  Ideal for shops, 
offices, health establishments, gyms 
– in fact anywhere people gather.

Sanitising Station

Combine with a NowSignage licence to 
get cloud signage control and reporting.

It’s simple to instantly schedule and 
upload media content, including 
the latest news, weather reports and 
websites, plus set notifications for when 
sanitiser is running low.  

Free full training is offered on the 
NowSignage platform so that users can 
make their own signage loops. Find out more

 Click 
the image 

to play 

https://displayspecialist.co.uk/sanitiser-all-sizes/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gQbPnFg3pD4V7oCiMUL24bVKbitLmzUs/edit
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Partitioning and Furniture

Social Distancing Screens

Find out more

As offices plan their return, social 
distancing will be key.  Enter portable 
and flexible physical solutions to allow 
staff to work together safely. Smit 
Visual manufacturers a series of safety 
screens characterised by their stability, 
low weight and high quality 
materials.  Their range includes:

Partition walls 
Solid and stable, these translucent 
twin wall panels are great for  
semi-permanent partitioning

Moveable screens 
Lightweight and versatile to create 
safe layouts in any area, these 
moveable screens are fully 
transparent

Desk dividers 
To ensure staff safety, fit these desk 
dividers in a range of materials 
including Plexiglass, whiteboard,  
and pinboard

https://projectionscreenspecialist.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Smit-Visual-Social-Distance-assortment1.pdf
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High Brightness Displays 

Clear and effective methods of communication have never been needed more.  From health 
and safety information, safe working guidelines or wayfinding, engaging your audience with 
high brightness digital signage or video wall displays have become more essential than ever in 
the workplace.  And for outdoor communication, whether for public information or 
entertainment, LED screens in HD, 4K or 8K compatible format are the answer.

High Brightness Displays 

Philips, whose innovations include CMND system-management 
tool, Android-powered SoC displays, and analytics features on the 
Pro TVs. 

Find out more

Vestel , whose solutions are designed for all types of environment, 
with a long lifetime and low power consumption. The unique 
designs also help reduce operational and maintenance costs with 
increased return over investment.

Find out more

digiLED – a range of different LED options, from the simple 
to install digiTHIN HD to ultra-bright outside fixed or semi-
permanent displays, to options that flex around corners.

Find out more

https://displayspecialist.co.uk/philips/
https://displayspecialist.co.uk/vestel/
https://displayspecialist.co.uk/digiled-2/
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Mounting Solutions

As economies around the world begin to open  up again, safety protocols and 
best practices must be followed to ensure safe operating procedures for 
employees and customers alike.  B-Tech AV Mounts has developed a range of 
mounting solutions ideal for implementing such protocols into retail 
environments.

AV Mounts

The range includes specially designed 
products such as secure mounting for 
CCTV cameras and flat screens, and 
mounts for thermal imaging cameras.  
Alongside these are free standing or bolt 
down floor stands with camera stands  - 
ideal for holding a display and camera 
for people counting solutions.  

The range of floor bases, ceiling mounts, 
poles, screen mounts and shelves allow 
any solution to be customised to the 
customer’s specific requirements.

Find out more

https://displayspecialist.co.uk/b-tech-av-mounts/
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Streaming Solutions

Now that organisations have realised that remote meetings work as well as face-
to-face ones, many are looking for alternative ways to work with their customers 
that minimise physical contact.  From churches to gyms, boardrooms to schools, 
training rooms to tutors, there is a massive increase in the demand for streaming 
products

Remote Meetings and Events

We can supply exceptionally intuitive 
and easy to use products from 
streaming experts Roland, who have a 
range designed for any application you 
might be asked for. All of the Roland 
products you need are available to be 
shipped from a UK warehouse. 

Roland has also put together an 
excellent resource that guides 
people through the products and 
processes necessary for a successful 
online event.

Find out more

https://proav.roland.com/global/promos/livestreaming/?lang=en-JM
https://proav.roland.com/global/promos/livestreaming/?lang=en-JM
https://sigmanspecialist.co.uk/roland-product-focus/
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Digital Signage 

Communication Solutions

Retailers and other businesses are wondering how they ensure the health of 
both their staff and customers, whilst still delivering a positive customer 
experience.  Digital signage is a great tool to help them.  It’s a vital link in 
connecting businesses to their workers and clients.  With health guidelines 
changing rapidly, digital signage can be used to deliver accurate, timely and 
dynamic information to keep people safe.  Crucially, digital signage can provide a 
touch free way to access information.

Our software partner is NowSignage, a platform 
that allows you to send targeted content to any 
screen at any time.  It’s ideal for displaying engaging 
communications across retail, office or campus 
screens.

Find out more

Our hardware partner is CAYIN, a company widely 
recognised and ranked among the Top 10 Digital 
Signage Solution Providers of 2019. Their range of 
players is easy to integrate and expand, delivering 
ultimate adaptability in various industrial applications.

Find out more

https://digitalsignagespecialist.co.uk/nowsignage/
https://digitalsignagespecialist.co.uk/cayin/
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We are continuously looking at adding other solutions to 
support safe working to our portfolio.  

Do get in touch to discuss your particular needs.


